
How Casi and I Met
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How Casi and I Met

I was quite hesitant to go on this Adjective date, especially considering the whole idea that I knew

nothing other than her first Noun . Blind dates can be Adjective . Lucky for me, this date was at a

location I was very familiar with - Proper Noun City. If the date when terribly wrong, I could always just

stroll across the dining room over to the Noun area where my Thursday guys night crew was

Verb - Present Tense out. I had told them I had a "business Noun " to not raise suspicion on why I

was unable to Verb this week. I arrived Adjective and patiently waited in the waiting area near

the host stand for a girl to come Verb - Present Tense through the door looking for her lucky star. As Casi

walked in, I immediately thought to myself: "Pretend you're waiting on someone else!" or if really desperate: "

Run!". Kidding, I actually decided to ask if she was the aforementioned "Casi", as I was quite Adjective

at first glance. We went on to have a Adjective evening full of interview questions and discussion.

Unlike Casi, everything I found out that night was new to me, as I didn't go to master-stalking extremes. I

assumed the date went well as it lasted far longer than expected and the Noun seemed to flow very

naturally. Nonetheless, I was still anxious as I very Adverb attempted to ask Casi for her Noun

number after the date, which she gave me - score!
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